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OBJECTIVE 
 

 
To work in a professional environment where I can utilize my knowledge, skills and creativity for the 
growth of organization and myself.  
Having 6+ years of experience in software development. 

  
 

TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENT EXPERIENCE 
 

 

1) Work experience in Node JS and its derivative framework Koa.js. 
2) Work experience in React (CLI variant). 
3) Work experience in Angular (from version 6) and Angular Material. 
4) Work experience in Flutter (from alpha). 
5) Work experience working with Mongo Db and MySQL for database needs 

 

 

TECHNICAL SKILLS 
 

 

Language NodeJS, Anko DSL, Dart, Typescript, JSX, SASS, XML 

Framework React, Angular, Lumen, Flutter, Koa JS,  

Front End / UI HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, Materialize CSS, Semantic UI, Angular Material 

Database MySQL, MongoDB (via mongoose) 

Client-Side Scripting JavaScript, jQuery, Alpine JS 

IDE Web Storm, PhpStorm, Android Studio, Visual Studio Code, Atom, Brackets, ROBO 3T 

Other AJAX, Facebook Plugins, Google Map API 

Source Code Management SourceTree, Bitbucket 



 

PROJECTS HANDLED 

 

1. Kratos 

 
Details KRATOS is a custom built, blockchain enabled, end-to-end global trade finance 

and trading platform. KRATOS provides solutions for all dependencies – 
importers, exporters, traders, funds, insurers and shippers – through its 
module offerings that include trade finance, trading, trade credit insurance, 
logistics and risk management. 

 

Technologies Node.js, React.js (JavaScript, jQuery, AJAX, CSS, Bootstrap),  
 

Back End MySQL. 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities   Requirement Gathering, Web UI Programming, worked in a team of 10 
members, took ownership of different modules and worked on enhancement 
of the features and code.    

2. AAPTAK 

 
Details This is mobile as well as web-based application. This application is useful to 

find out anything you want like doctors, transports, real estate, hotels, 
entertainment, educational services and many others services. Mobile app is 
available in android and iOS. User can register and verify and can start use of 
the service. User can also post his/her service free of cost by registering 
himself/herself as a service provider. 

 

Technologies Node.js, XML, React.js, HTML (JavaScript, jQuery, AJAX, CSS, Bootstrap) 
 

Back End MySQL. 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities Requirement Gathering, Web UI Programming, Android Application 
Prototyping. (Solo work on this application). 

 
3. Best For Waste 

 
Details This is mobile as well as web-based  application. This application is useful 

to sell your waste from your home and earn money. Mobile app is available in 
android and iOS. Users can register and verify and start using the service. 

 

Technologies Node.js, XML, React.js, HTML (JavaScript, jQuery, AJAX, CSS, Bootstrap) 
 

Back End MySQL. 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities      Requirement Gathering, Designing Database, Programming, Client handling. 
(Solo work on this application). 

 

 



4. Kalpanik Films 

 
Details This is the website for “Kalpanik Films Music Production Company”. 

 

Technologies Node.js, React, HTML (JavaScript, jQuery, AJAX, CSS, Bootstrap) 
 

Back End MySQL. 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities      Requirement Gathering, Designing Database, Programming, Client handling. 
(Solo work on this application). 

 

5. Case Tracking System C.T.S 

Details This is a web-based application that is developed for the purposes of tracking 
cases from different departments of the government in order to facilitate the 
easy and speedy solution of cases. 

 

Technologies Node.js, HTML (JavaScript, jQuery, AJAX, CSS, Bootstrap). 
 

Back End MySQL. 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities      Requirement Gathering, Designing Database, Programming, Client handling. 
(Solo work on this application). 

 

6. Medical Inventory 

Details This is a web-based application that is developed for the purposes of keeping 
track of the medical supplies such as pills, tablets, syringes etc. This project is 
developed for the Vasai-Virar Mahanagar Palika. This project has been 
deployed on the client’s server. 

 

Technologies Node.js Framework, HTML (JavaScript, jQuery, AJAX, CSS, Materialize CSS). 
 

Back End MySQL. 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities      Requirement Gathering, Designing Database, Programming, Client handling. 
(Solo work on this application). 

 

7. Task Manager 

 
Details This is a web-based application that is developed in order for the employer to 

assign tasks to their subordinates and have them make a daily report on it, 
additionally the subordinates can mark the task completed when they have 
finished the relative work on it. 

 

Technologies Node.js Framework, HTML (JavaScript, jQuery, AJAX, CSS, Bootstrap v4 CSS). 
 

Back End MySQL. 
 



Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities      Requirement Gathering, Designing Database, Programming, Client handling. 
(Solo work on this application). 

8. Progress Tracking 

 
Details This is a web-based application that is developed for the purposes of keeping 

track of the collection records of each and every collector and assigning them 
points at the end of the month which will in turn help the respective superiors 
to determine their progress. 

 

Technologies Node.js Framework, HTML (JavaScript, jQuery, AJAX, CSS, Bootstrap v4 CSS). 
 

Back End MySQL. 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities      Requirement Gathering, Designing Database, Programming, Client handling. 
(Solo work on this application). 

 

9. VVMC Cases 

 
Details This is a web-based application that is developed for the purposes of keeping 

track of the cases present in the VVMC, this application is similar to the Case 
Tracking System (C.T.S) the only exception being that it is for a comparatively 
smaller user base. 

 

Technologies Node.js Framework, HTML (JavaScript, jQuery, AJAX, CSS, Bootstrap v4 CSS). 
 

Back End MySQL. 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities      Requirement Gathering, Designing Database, Programming, Client handling. 
(Solo work on this application). 

 

10. ShivSena Mumbai Web 

 
Details This is a web-based application that is used to send posts to the mobile app, 

this application also receives the share analytics segregated by app shared to 
and download analytics segregated. 

 

Technologies Node.js Framework, HTML (JavaScript, jQuery, AJAX, CSS, Bootstrap v4 CSS). 
 

Back End MySQL. 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities      Requirement Gathering, Designing Database, Programming, Client handling. 
(Solo work on this application). 



11. ShivSena Mumbai Android App 

 
Details This is the mobile part of the ShivSena Mumbai project. This android app 

shows the posts from the backend in a simple and elegant ui, additionally this 
app sends the backend post metrics such as selected social media used for 
sharing, download location etc. 

 

Technologies Node.js Framework, HTML (JavaScript, jQuery, AJAX, CSS, Bootstrap v4 CSS),  
 

Back End MySQL. 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities Creating the UI, handling appropriate permissions, displaying the data from 
the backend into the UI via APIs. (Solo work on this application). 

 

12. Sing Fuels FER Cost Calculation Android App 

 
Details This is an android application that is used to calculate FER rates for shipping 

for Sing Fuels. 
 

Technologies Flutter, Dart 
 

Back End MySQL. 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities Creating the UI, handling appropriate permissions, displaying the data from 
the backend into the UI via APIs. (Solo work on this application). 

 

13. Ankur Hospital OPD Web App 

 
Details This is a web application that is used to keep a track of a newborn and their 

vaccination dates, consultation data, their growth progress etc. 
 

Technologies Angular v7.2, Node.js 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities Requirement Gathering, Designing Database, Programming, Client handling. 
(Solo work on this application). 



14. Ankur Hospital OPD API 

 
Details This is the backend for the Ankur hospital OPD webapp 

 

Technologies Lumen, Node.js 
 

Back End MySQL. 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities      Requirement Gathering, Designing Database, Programming, Client handling. 
(Solo work on this application). 

 
15. Trading Application Web GUI 

 
Details This is a comprehensive application that includes both an admin panel as well 

as a user facing panel. It integrates a payment system as well notification and 
SMS system 

 

Technologies Angular v9.0, Angular Material, Razorpay payments, Zoho Helpdesk, Trading 
view stock charts, Node.js 

 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities      Requirement Gathering, Designing Database, Programming, Client handling. 
(Solo work on this application). 

 

 
16. Trading Application Android GUI 

 
Details This is an extension of the web user interface for the Trading application which 

provides the same experience but provides better performance due to it being 
an android application 

 

Technologies Flutter, Dart, State management solution 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Compiled and sent to the client. 
 

Responsibilities      Creating the ui, handling appropriate permissions, displaying the data from 
the backend into the ui via APIs. (Solo work on this application). 



17. Trading Application Node.js APIS 

 
Details This is the backend api system written in node.js for the Trading web and 

android application . 
 

Technologies Node.js 
 

Back End Mongo DB, Koa-js, Nodejs 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities Requirement Gathering, Designing Database, Programming, Client handling. 
Working on the complete frontend and backend of the frontend part of the 
website. (Solo work on this application). 

 
18. Notifier cake Android GUI 

 
Details This is an application for a cake bakery owner to send out happy birthday 

messages, anniversary messages and other offer messages to his customers 
based on a daily, weekly and monthly schedule. 

 

Technologies Flutter, Dart, State management solution 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Compiled and sent to the client. 
 

Responsibilities      Creating the ui, handling appropriate permissions, displaying the data from 
the backend into the ui via APIs. (Solo work on this application). 

 
19. Notifier cake Node.js APIS 

 
Details This is the backend api system written in node.js for the notifier cake android 

application 
 

Technologies Node.js 
 

Back End Mongo DB, Koa-js, Nodejs 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities Requirement Gathering, Designing Database, Programming, Client handling. 
Working on the complete frontend and backend of the frontend part of the 
website. (Solo work on this application). 



20. Grocery Website Frontend 

 
Details This is the frontend for a grocery ordering application 

Technologies HTML, CSS, jQuery, JavaScript, Laravel, Semantic Ui 

Back End MySQL. 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities Working on the complete frontend and backend of the frontend part of the 
website. (Solo work on this application). 

 

 
21. Emahapolitcian social broadcast 

 
Details This is an application to allow the designated political party team to easily 

manage and monitor all that goes throughout their political party jurisdiction 
via a mobile application. 

 

Technologies HTML, CSS, jQuery, JavaScript, Node.js, Bootstrap, Alpine JS 
 

Back End MySQL. 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities Working on the complete frontend and backend of the frontend part of the 
website. 

 
22. Internal Portfolio Generator 

 
Details This is an application to allow the marketing team of the organization to adapt 

the content of a person (portfolio) into multiple variations 
 

Technologies HTML, CSS, jQuery, JavaScript, Node.js, Bootstrap, Alpine JS 
 

Back End MySQL. 
 

Role Programmer. 
 

Duration Deployed on client server. 
 

Responsibilities Working on the complete frontend and backend of the frontend part of the 
website. 


